
 

 

A  speaker,  Tsutomu  Otake**,  presented  a paper  “Cu2-xSe-CdSe  Photovoltaic  cells*”  at  Joint  conference  of
Hokuriku chapter of four Electrical Societies in 1970.
 

* The world first research paper regarding the Cu2-xSe-CdSe Photovoltaic cells.
** A lecturer in department of electronic engineering, faculty of engineering, Toyama university (University of
Toyama later on), PhD in electrical engineering of Tohoku University.

I was fortunate because Dr. Tsutomu Otake mentored my entire graduation research and FET.



When I was a 4th grader of Toyama University, I tentatively made a Cu2-xSe-CdSe photovoltaic cell (solar cell) on
a  glass  plate  under  suggestion  of  lecturer  Tsutomu  Otake  and  professor  Kazuo  Miyashita.  One  of  working
samples achieved energy conversion efficiency of 3%*.

The procedure** I newly examined was;
(1) Fabricate under heat treatment
(2) Dry after dipping observing replacement reactions***
(3) Rinse by pure water

* The 3% efficiency was measured according to the calculation between the output power density of 3 mW/cm2

and the solar energy density of 100 mW/cm2 at Toyama University Takaoka campus clear sunny day in March,
1970.

** I was awfully surprised when the samples after rinse and dry exhibited a rectification characteristic and output
electric power as the solar cells in December, 1969.
Heating the samples near coal stove seemed to be one of heat treatments essential for making the Cu2-xSe-CdSe
solar cells because the treatment made hetero p-n junctions to generate the electric powers by lights.
Placing the rinsed samples of the cells near heat generating coal stove was derived from my serendipity.

*** A n-type semiconductor CdSe (Cadmium Selenium) thin film layer vapor-deposited on a chrominum thin film
layer vapor-deposited on the glass plate is dipped into hydrochloric acid including Cu+ (Copper) ions in order to
spawn  replacement  reactions  of  Cd  atoms  in  a  surface  of  the  CdSe  thin  film  layer  to  make  a  p-type
semiconductor Cu2-xSe thin layer on the CdSe thin film layer.

Five pages slides attached reflect the experiment results performed for my graduation research titled “Cu2-xSe-
CdSe Solar cells based on replacement method”. It was referred by the paper listed at the first page.



Cu2-xSe-CdSe solar  cell  functional  improvement applied by heat treatment (60 minutes at  90°C) I  invented
compared to no heat-treatment (no dip time) are the followings.

- Power generation effectiveness improved 57.8 times.
- Output power based on the Voc (Open circuit voltage) exhibited 17 times more.
- Short circuit current density Jsc exhibited 3.4 times more.

See slides attached.











When I  was a 4th grader,  I  joined Miyashita  laboratory led by  professor  Kazuo Miyashita,  who was one of
coauthors  of  the  paper,  in  order  to  study  semiconductor  further  more  because  I  was  interested  in  the
semiconductor technologies lectured by him when I was a 3rd grader. It definitely triggered me joining NEC.
Fortunately, I was able to study MOS Feild Effect cells in the Miyashita laboratory and was able to make Cu2-xSe-
CdSe Photovoltaic cells (Solar cells) for my graduation research.
Based upon the actual results done at university, I  requested top executives of semiconductor and IC sales
division concerning job transfer from sales to engineering full-heartedly when interview done in April, 1970.
As a result,  I started assisting engineers who were designing MOS LSIs for calculators in consumer product
design group of circuit design department, IC division.
Then, I moved to the same design group in June, 1971 and awfully pleased to start designing MOS LSIs myself.
More fortunately I met with Mr. Tetsuji Oguchi and work with him therein.

I took charge of the design of various E/D MOS LSIs for calculators sold substantial amount.
(1) μPD277C (First appearance of P-channel metal gate E/D MOS LSI in NEC)
 3 million pieces of μPD277Cs were shipped to Sharp.
 μPD276C/278C, derivatives of μPD277C, were shipped to Canon, Omron, Citizen, Calcomp and so on.
(2) μPD977C/577C (Second generation of E/D MOS LSI in NEC)
 5 million pieces of μPD977Cs and 577Cs were shipped to Casio.
- Achieved lowest power dissipation of maximum 19.9mW and the smallest die size of 3.615mm square in NEC P-
channel metal gate MOS LSIs for calculators of the day


